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Single-Molecule Electrophoresis

Alonso Casho* and E. Brooks Shera

Biophysics Group, MaY Stop 0434, Los Alamos Natkmal Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A novel method for the detection and identification of
single molecules in solution has been devised, computer
simulated, and experimentally achieved. The technique
involves the determination of electrophoretic velocities by
measuring the time required for individual molecules to
travel a fixed distance between two laser beams. Com
puter simulations of the process were performed before
hand in order to estimate the experimental feasibility of
the method and to determine the optimum values for the
various experimental parameters. Examples of the use
of the technique for the ultrasensitive detection and
identification of rhodamine-6G, a nrixture of DNA restric
tion fragments, and a mixture of proteins in aqueous
solution are presented,

The rapid and efficient detection and separation of minute

quantities of biologically important molecules plays a central role

in a variety of fields, including molecular biology, biotechnology,

immunology, medical diagnosis, and forensic analysis. It has

proven difficuit to identify and separate biomolecules at such low

concentrations by existing means. Therefore, it is importa.'1t to
develop metluds that are capable of probing samples at such low

concentrations 'hith adequate sensitivity, resolution, quantitation,
and ease. Here, we describe a new method for the ultrasensitive

detecion and identification of fluorescent compounds in solution.

The technique involves the measurement of electrophoretic

velocities of individual molecules in a mixture and identification
by comparison with the electrophoretic velocity mown to be

c;,.racteristic of a particular molecular species. In our experi

ments, the 'ample soludon is contained in a capillary cell at a

concentration in the femtomolar range. An external voltage is
applied between the ends of the capillary, which causes the

molecules to migrate toward the cathode or anode, depending
on their charge. The migration velocity of each molecule, which

is the vector scm of the electrophoretic velocity and the elec

troosmotic now velocity, is calculated from the time required to

travel a fixed distance between two laser beams. The passage of

individual molecules through each of the laser beams was detected
by using a modified version of our recently developed technique

of single-fluorescent-molecule detectionI -:: A Monte Carlo com

puter simulaticn of the e'ectrophoretic separation and single

molecule detection processes was perfonned in order to dernon

strrle the feasibility of the method and to find the optimum

parameters for the experimental execution. The experimental

application of the method to the ultrasensitive detection and
identification of a mixture of TOTO-stained l DNA restriction

(1,' Sht:Til. E. B.; Sc·jtinger. :\. K.: Davis, L. M.: Keller, R. A: Soper. S. A ChoTi.
Phys. 1990,174,553-557.

(2) SOllCL:-:. A; Davi". L M.: Shera. E. B.]. Opt. Soc. Am. B 1992,9.1761
1769.

(3) Ca::;ltO FoirfiE'1d, F. R: Shera. E. B. Anal. Chern. 1993. 65. 8:[9-852
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fragments, a mixture of phycobiliproteins, and the single-l1uoro

phore rhodamine-6G has been demonstrated in this work.

Although we have focused on the detection and identification of

biologically important molecules, we believe that the technique

will also find applications in many aretis of ultrasensitive organic

and inorganic chemical analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Single-Molecule Electrophoresis (SME). A Spectra-Physics

3800 frequency-doubled mode-locked NdYAG laser producing 70

ps puises at 532-nm wavelength and 82-MHz repetition rate was

used as the excitation source. The laser output was attenuated

by a variable neutral density filter and then split into two parallel

beams by a beamsplitter-min-or combination. The resulting 1-5

mW laser beams were focused into the sample capillary cell by

an achromatic lens to yield two 10-um spots (I/e'value). The

ends of the 2-cm-long, 100- x 10~um square cross-section glass

capillary were connected to two sample reservoirs by means of

plastic tubing (Figure 1). This arrangement, combined with a

10- x 10-I'm detection area (see below) translates to a 1% sampling

of the total number of molecules flowing through the capillary.

The reservoirs, capillary, and tubing were filled with the sample

solution. The total sample volume required to fill the sample

compartment is ~3 mL. For the purpose of accommodating
samples present in minuscule amounts, the sample cOlllpartment

of our apparatus could be reconstructed, if necessary, to have a

volume as small as 1 ilL. The output of a high-voltage power

supply was connected to the sllmple reservoirs by means of
platinum electrodes. Typical applied voltages were in the 100

200 VI cm range. The appiied electric field causes the ultradilute

solute molecules to migrate to tile cathode or anode, depending

on their charge. As the individual molecules move through each

laser beam due to the eleclrophoretic effect, repeated excitation

emission cydes produce a fluorescence photon burst. This

fluorescence light from each beam is collected by a 40x, 0.75
NA microscope objective and spatially filtered by a 0.4- x O.4-mm

square slit, which defines a 10- x 10-,um detection area for each

laser beam. The light is then spectrally filtered by 30-nm

bandwidth, eight-ca,icy interference filters centered at the wave

length of emission maximum and decected by two EG&G single

photon avalanche photo diodes. Each detector OU~)ut signal is

analyzed by independent time-correlated single-photon-counting

electronics under computer control. The detection electronics
reject Raman and Rayleigh scattedng by using a time-gate window

set such that only delayed fluorescence photons are detected. thus

increasing the signal-ta-noise ratio of single-molecule detection.:
Fluorescence data \Nere collected in I-rus intervals. Every burst
produced at the second beam by a given moiecule will be delayed

with respect to the burst produced at the first beam by a tlme
equal to the interbeam distance divided by the t:101ecule's
migration velocity, Therefore, a histogram of these lime~ "Will
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SIN ratio = 0.16 x run time (s) x concentration (fM)
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Figure 8. Estimated running time required to achieve a SIN = 3
versus concentration for the single-fluorophore rhodamine-6G.

sample volume, or the technique fails. SME, on the other hand,
is a continuous analysis process in which arbitrarily large volumes
of solution can be analyzed if necessary to identify a rare or
extremely dilute component or to obtain statistical accuracy in
detennining the concentration of such a component. The ultimate
dilution that can be analyzed is limited only by the running time
available.

In the present experiments, we have not attempted to optimize
the efficiency with which the sample solution volume is used.
Thus, the capillary tube is much larger than the small laser beam
spots, and therefore most sample molecules pass by undetected.
A smaller capillary, larger beam spots, or a sheath flow focusing
system would make more efficient use of the sample. Neverthe
less, it is useful to explore the limits of the present SME system
for the analysis of dilute solutions. For this purpose, we assume
that the data from the detectors are analyzed using the cross
correlation technique, which is convenient for long runs and large
data sets. For the present experimental conditions, we estimate
that with a 1 fM solution run for 35 min, -80 molecules will pass
through the detection regions. For rhodamine-6G, 80 molecules
yield a cross-correlation signal amplitude of about 2232, or 27.91
molecule. 'This signal is linearly proportional to the concentration.
The cross-correlation background is -41.6 times the run time in
seconds. These values lead to the following relationship:

Thus, for a given concentration, the SIN ratio will improve as
the square-root of the time the sample is run. Figure 8 shows a
plot of the run time required to obtain SIN = 3 as a function of
solution concentration. Note that concentrations below 1 fM can
be analyzed in a few minutes, and concentrations above 5 fM can
be analyzed in only a few seconds. A concentration limit of 1 fM
is > 100 times smaller than that required for state-of-the-art CZE.13

Although the single-molecule electrophoresis technique relies
on measuring molecular fluorescence, nonfluorescent molecules
may be detected by attaching a fluorescent tagging molecule to
them. In addition, some of the experimental conditions, such as
buffer composition, pH, viscosity, inner-surface capillary coating,
excitation and emission wavelengths, among others, can be
optimized to achieve the best separation of the particular sample
components being analyzed. In fact, many of the analytical
protocols specially developed for capillary electrophoresis separa
tions are directly applicable to the present technique. For many

(13) Chen. D. Y; Adelhelm. K.; Cheng. X. L; Dovich~ N.]. Analyst 1994. 119.
349-352.

(14) This value of six molecules is based on an estimated injected sample amount
of 17 molecules. If some of these molecules randomly diffused away after
exiting the capillary and never reached the laser beam in the sheath flow
cuvette. the actual LOD values obtained by Chen et aI. l: may be lower.

(I5) Pinkel, D.; Stovel. R In Flow Cytometry: Instrumentation and Data Analysis;
Van Dilla. M. A. Dean. P. N., Laerum. O. D.. Melamed. M. R.. Eds.;
Academic Press. Inc.: London. 1985: Chapter 3. pp 77-128.

technique shares with CZE the basic idea of measuring migration
times for performing the analysis. In CZE, all molecules are
simultaneously injected at one end of the capillary, and the sample
components separate into bands according to electrophoretic
velocities. The detector at the end of the capillary records the
arrival of the various bands. In SME, the migration times are
recorded for each molecule arriving at the laser beams in a
continuous way, as opposed to the batch mode of operation of
CZE. Thus, SME is also suitable for applications that require
continuous, real-time analysis, such as those processes where the
sample composition and concentration change with time. SME,
however, does not currently achieve the separation efficiency of
gel-slab or capillary electrophoresis (~0.2%). The present
separation efficiency limit of the technique can be determined from
the widths of the peaks shown in Figure 2. For smaller diffusion
coefficients, such as those associated with biomolecules, the
separation efficiency values (expressed as peak fwhm divided by
peak center position) lie in the range 2%-3%, which is satisfactory
for most laboratory separations. In principle, increasing the
interbeam separation would cause an increase in the technique's
separation efficiency. Since the root-mean-square molecular
displacement due to diffusion scales as the square-root of time,
increasing the total distance will cause a decrease in the electro
phoretic velocity distribution width. We have estimated that
increasing the interbeam distance to, for example, 2500 "m,
theoretical separation efficiencies of 1% and 0.2% could be obtained
for rhodamine-6G and DNA in water, respectively. With use of
high-viscosity sieving media, the diffusion-induced distribution
width should be negligible. We are presently in the process of
further investigating this matter.

It is conventional to quote detection sensitivity in tenns of a
limit of detection parameter (LCD) equal to the number of
molecules required to produce a signal equivalent to three times
the standard deviation of the baseline (background) of the
measurement. In the present measurements, we detect indi
vidual molecules as they pass through the laser beams. There
fore, the WD is clearly <1 molecule. Still, it is useful to present
LOD values as ameasure of signal and background levels and
for comparison with other published results. For the three
solutions discussed in the Experimental Section, LOD values
computed from the raw detector data streams are as follows:
nucleic acids, 0.047 molecules; proteins, 0.052 molecules; and
rhodarnine-6G, 0.28 molecules. 'This latter value can be compared
with the recent result of Chen et al..'3 who obtained an WD of
six molecules" for sulforhodamine-l0l using laser-induced fluo
rescence capillary zone electrophoresis coupled with a sheath flow
system.15

Although the present technique has a smaller WD than CZE,
a more important property not revealed by the WD values is the
ability to analyze extremely dilute solutions. By its nature, CZE
is a batch-oriented technique and is limited by the small volumes
that can be loaded onto the capillary. A number of molecules
equal to or greater than the LOD must be present in this small
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were clissDlved uslng a combination of HNO" and HF and either

HelO" or Hel, depending on the analyte and dissolution technique.
(Caution: These rrjneral acids are irritants to eyes, skin, and

mucous membranes. HF is particularly corrosive and a contact

and inhalation hazard.'o In addition, perchorates can fonn

explosive mixtures in combination with carbonaceous material.")

Two malyticd sample sets were prepared, Only lead was

deteLl1ineu in the first sample sct to avoid complicating the

determination of Rh and Pd, which suffered from a minor Pb'"

irterference at masses 103 and 104. These samples were spiked

with :""Pb and dissolved using a mixture of HNO" HCl. HF, and
HCIO: in Teflon beakers on a hotplate. This hotplate procedure

is sufficiently agressive to solubIlize the Pb in the sample and to

promote its equilibration wilh the Pb spike.

A twe-step dissolution procedure was applied to the second

sample seC since the PGEs can be difficult to dissolve. Analytical

samples were spiked with a solution of 198Pt and a solution mix

containirg ]["Pd and in. The first step was an aggressive Carius

tl1be dissolution." using HCI as a chlo1ine source and HNO, as

an oX1dizing agent. For the second sLep, the sample solutions

and any SiO~ residue were rinsed into Teflon beakers and treated

with HF. ViThilc it is unlikely that this residue contained any

chemically bound Pt. Pd. or Rh, physical inclusion of these

elements in the precipitate was of concem. A weight correction

was macie on the basis of a third sample set, which was calcined

(roasted) for 2 at 500 'c. lS

1CPMS Procedures. Mass Bias Correction and Drift Correc
tion. The mcas"clred isotopic ratio of an element differs from the

lrLle ratio because the transmission and detection efficiencies of
the mass spectrometer have a mass dependence. Mass bias

COlTectians for the Pt and Pd were referenced to primary standards

prepared from high-purity natural metals. The reference values
701' natu:-al isotope abundances for the Pt and Pd were taken from

IUPAC reference labu1ation." SRMs 981 and 982, with

certitled isotopic compositions, were used as the Pb isotopic

standards for the mass bias correction.

mass bias correction can d1ift with time in ICPMS. The

drift C01Tectons for the isotope dilution analyses were made using

working isotovc standards at the same concentration and with
approximately· the same isotope ratios as the samples to minimize

any memory effect between the sample and the standard. The

w'orking isotopic standard was run after every second sample
(approximately half-hour inter,"ls), and the drift correction was

made assuming a linear drift with time. For the isotope dilution
detcnninations of the Pt. Pd, and Pb, one spike calibration sample

(previoJsly described) was used as the working isotopic standard

since these sample!standard isotopic mixes are similar by design.

Since this s]like calibration sample is referenced to primary

standards, all resuts are nonnatized to "absolute", bias-free ratios.
The relative transmission of two different elements with the

potentiai for matrix-dependent changes was a much larger

concern. For quanUfication ofRh versus the internal standard,

accurate measurement of both the relative transmission and its

ded were required Therefore, the working control standard was

PYcperlies of Jnd!lslnal Materials; Van Nostrand
Yo:k :979.

Acid and Peychiorates; The G. Prtderick Smith
li,,'ml,,·,[,·,. Colum:)us, OH. 1979.

Holden. 0J. S.; CeBievre, P.; Barnes. I. L.: Hagemann, R.:
T. R; 1.].; Roth. E.; Shima. M.: Thode, H. G. Element

,(T",';" 41.""" Weights; IUPAC Publication; Pergamon Press Ltd.:

matrix-matched; the Pt/Pd!Rh/ln spike calibration sample was

mixed with the synthetic matre" sample. The synthetic matrix

sample for each SRJ\1 was prepared all the basis of ICP/vIS

semiquantitative data and contained percent levels of Al, Si, and

Mg, as well as Ce and La. The propo:1ional addition of the matrix

elements had no effect on me isotope ratios for tl1e isotope dilution

detemlillation of the Pt and Pd. Therefore, the same solution (a

matrix laden spike calibration sample) could be used as :he

working isotopic standard for all the isotope!elementpairs. Sillce

the relative concentrations of the ana1ytes in the two SI'U\1s were

significantly different. a working isolapic standard was prepared

for each SRM.

Data Collection. All analytical data were collected in the peak

jump mode. In a well-calibrated system, the peak jump mode

provides higher sensitivity as well as better precision and accuracy

than the scan mode over an extended mass region (> 10 amu),

since more data/collection time car be accumulated on just the

masses of :nterest.ll

The PGEs were determined simultaneously by peak hopping

across peaks of interest ,hat is, from mass 103 (Rh) to mass 104

then 106 (Pd), to mass 115 (In). to mass 195 ';hen 198 (Pt). The

Pb was detennined by measuring tbe 206!208 ratio in a separate

sample set. For each sample set, the mass scale was adjusted to

be centered on the peak tops being measured. The centering

was tested using multiple points per peal" 'When cDrrectly

centered, there will be < 1% decrease in signal intensity per J.02
Da on each side of center. Alllsotope ratio data were collected

using one point per peak to maximilc the number of sweeps per

unit time, resulting in improved signal averaging.

Sample solutions were introducecl into the ICPMS in 0.02

maUL HNO" and dilutecl so that the major peak gave ",200-300

x 103 counts!s. This is the maximum practical count rate used

for ICPMS without causing en-ors due to loss of ion multiplier

gain and uncertainty in the deadtime conectionlt In multielemem

analyses, the dilution factors are controlled by the most concen·

lrated isotope measured. For these samples, the ISlSPt was diluted

to 10 ppb in solution (giving 250 x 10:; counts/s); all other peaks

were measured at lower concentrations and, therefore, lower count

rates.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The detennination of Pt, Pd, and Pb in the NIS'T automobile

catalysts relied on Lhe known high accuracy of isoLope dibtion

analysis. The inlemal standard method of quantificaticn of

mononuclidic Rh required careful assessment of potential sys

tematic errors These potential enol'S could result from instru

mental interferences, which could not be detected using methods

routinely used for nmltiisotope analytes. The methods investi

gated for the Rh determination included chemical separations

designed to quantitatively or reproducibly isolate the PGEs, as

well as the use of synthetic manx sample to assess the sta~us of

molecular or doubly charged ion imerferences.

Assessment of Matrix Interferences. The ICP mass spec

trometer is a nonspecific ionization source, and as such matrix
interferences were of concern in the analysis of these auto
catalysts SRlvls. Three types of interferences are possible in

ICPMS which affect isotope dllution quantification. Elemental

isobaric interferences and doubly charged ion interferences are
usually readily identified. lVlolecular ion interferences, however.
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A

... aaa,tccacaaggaatgctgccatggtgacctacttgaatgcgcagatgacagggcagatcttgccaagtacatatgtga
taatcaagatacaatctccagtaaactgaaggaatgctgtgataagcctttgttggaaaaatcccactgcattgctgaggtag
aaaaagatgcca:acctgaaaacctgcccccattaactgctgactttgctgaagataaggatgtttgcaaaaactat.

Results of Translation of the Above Nucleotide Sequence in 6 reading frames:

0: .. ~VHKECCHGDLLECADDRADLAKYI\DNODTISSKLKECCDKPLLEKSHClAEVF.KDAJPENLPPITAPFAEDKDVCKNY...

f 1: .. KSTPNAAMVTYLNAQMTGQILPSTTvIIKIQSPVN*RNAVISLCWKNPTALLP*KKMPYLKTCPH*LLTLLKIRMFAKT.

f 2: .. SPQCMLPW*PT*MR~*QGRSCQVHM**SRYNLQ'TEGML**AFVGKIPLHC*GRKRCHT*KPA?INC*LC*R*GCLQKL

r 0: ... ]VFANILIFSKVSS'WGQVFRYGIFfYLSNAVGFFQQRLITAt~LQFTGDCILIITYV1GKICPVICAFK*VTMAAFLVDF...

1: .. *,LQTSLSSAKSAVNGGRFSGMASFSTSAMQWDFSNKGLSQHSFSLLEIVS*LSHMYLARSALSSAHSSRS?WQHSLWT.

r 2: .. SFCKHPYLQQSQQLMGAGFQVWHLFLPQQCSGUPTKAYHSIPSVYWRLYLDYHICTWQDLPC~LRIQVGHHGSIPCGL.

stop codon 8r unrecognized base pair

... aaag:ccacanggaatgctgccatggngacctacttgaatgcgcagatgacagggcagatcntgccaagtacatatgtga
taatcaagatacaatctccagtaaactgaaggaatgctgtgataagcctttgttggaaaaatcccactgcattgctgaggtag
aaaanga~gccatacctgaaaacctgcccccatnaactgctgactttgctgaagataaggatntttgcaaaaacnat...

.SP*GMLPW*PT*MRR*QGRSCQVHM**SRYNLQ*TEGML**AFVGKIPLHC*GRK*CHT*KPAP*NC*LC*R*G*LQK* ...

ILIFSKVSS*WGQVFRYGI*FYLSNAVGFFQQRLITAFLQFTGDCILIITi~G*ICPVICAFK*V*MAAF*VDF.

*FLQ*SLSSAKSAV*GGRFSQ1ASFSTSAMQWDFSNKGLSQHSFSLLEIVS*LSf~YLA*SALSSAHSSRSPWQHS*WT .

... * Fe K* PYLQQSQQ*!'CGAGFQVWW FLPQQCSGI FPTKAYHS IPSVYWRLYLDYHI CTW* DLPCHLRI QVG *HGS I PCCL .

f 0:

] :

2 :

f 0 :

f 1 :

f 2 :

Results of Translation of the Above Nucleotide Sequence in 6 reading frames:

... Kvn*ECCHGDLLECpnDRAD*AKYICDNODTISSKLKECCDKPLLEKSHCIAEVE*DAIPENLPP*TADFAEDKD*CKN* .

... KST *NAAM* TYLNAQMTGQI* PSTYVIIKIQSPVN*RNAVISLCWKNPTALLR*E*MPYLKTCPH* LLTLLKIR*FAKT .

* = stop codon or unrecognized base pair

Figure 3. (JI.) The partial nucleotide sequence fer bovine serum albumin and the six-reading-frarne tranSlation to the protein sequence. TI18
amino acid underlined were matched by tandem mass spectra in a single reading frame. An astersk indicates the presence of a
stop COdOI. The partial nucleotide sequence for bovine serurr albumin with errors introduced and the translation. The
amino acid sequences underlined were matched by tandem mass spectra. The letters f and r indicate the translation is the forward or reverse
(cDmplement8ly stmnd) 5' - 3' direction, and the number indicates the reading frame. An asterisk indicates the presence of a stop codon, and
an n represents an ambiguous nucleotide identification.

translation the sequence. A total of 26 tandem mass spectra
were used to search this sequence, and all were placed within
the correct reading frame (data not shown). The placement of
three spectra is shown in Figure 3i1.. Figure 3B shows the partial
m:.c1eotide sequence after the random introduction of nucleotide
ambiguities, signified by :he letter n, at a level of 1%. The amino

acid sequences for which tandem mass spectra were matched in
region are underlined. Atotal ofl9 of the 26 (~75%) tandem

mass spectra were placed within the sequence (data not shown).
The same level of success is observed when all types of errors
are randomly placed ill the sequence at the same rate. lnsemon
and deletion e;Tor3 change the amino acid sequence in the correct

reading rrame (f 0), but spectra are m2tched to correct translations
that appear in the other reading frames. By using multiple spectra
in the search, the prohability of matching spectra to the translated
sequence of nucleotide sequences containing errors increases. If
the enUre sequence is correct, all spectra should be placed within
the same reading {Tame; consequently, this may be a useful
technique for identifying elTors in nucleotide sequences.

We had observed pre-fiously that the magnitude of the

difference in the nornlalized con-elation values, I>C", for the first
and second answers provided a general indication of a COITect
answer." In Figure 4. a plot of the I>C" values obtained for each
spectrum used to search the combined. taxonomic, and protein
(species·specifio OWl) databases is presented. As the number
of entries and the number of sequences considered increases, the

I>C" values decrease. For example, the mass of the first entry in
Table 1 matches 6 543 609, 442 872. and 27291 amino acid
sequences through the comhined, taxonomic, and species-specific

(protein) databases, respectively. Intuitively, a general decrease
in the "'C" value is to be expected, since an increase in the number
of sequences evaluated raises the likelihood of identifying amino
acid sequences that produce similar fragmentMion patterns The
general trend observed by Eng et aL. that a difference in value
hetween the first and second answers of 0.1 or greater is indicative
of a correct answer. is generally true for searches through the
nucleotide databases." This trend does not hold when two highly
similar sequences appear in the first two positions (sixth entry,
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Fugure 4. Plot of .6.Cn values obtaine::J for each of the spectra used in searches of the combined and taxonomic nucieoiide databases and the
speces-specific protein database. The peptide numbers refer to the order of appearance of the spectran Tables 1 and 2.

Table 2. Results of Searches of Nucleotide Databases Using the Collision-Induced Dissociation Mass Spectra of
Modified Peptides Obtained by Proteolytic Digestion of Proteins of Known Sequence

combined
nucleotide

Il1,:SS sequence de~cription corr Sp 6C" corr Sp 6Cn 6C.

17Cl.9 bovine a-lactalbumin 1 0.2881 1 03382 0.1100
144.\.:5 boviil\~ serum albumin 1 0.1251 1 0.2441 O.271il
1928.8 bovine o..-sl casein 4 0.0725 4 0.0725 0,0725
1660.S bovine o..-sl casein 2S 0.0628 2 0.0981 O.2IiO'j

Table 1). Nor does it hold when searches using spectra of
modified peptides containing multiple potential sites of modifica
tion are perfOlmed (third entry. Table 2).26 In this case, variations
in the site of modification can appear in the top answers. The
6C" values for the top answer and the first unrelated sequence
generally exhibit the O.l difference.

A unique feature of this search method is a scoring technique
that uses a comparison of the similarity of a 'heoretical tandem
mass spectnlln reconstructed from the amino acid sequences
retrieved from the database and the quely spectrum. In efforts
to study the effectiveness of this method of evaluation, and to
identify areas for improvement, the cross-correlation values
obtained in searches using experimental spectra were compared
with those from searches with theoretical "spectra" created by
using the reconstruction method. The reconstructed tandem
mass spectra would serve as theoretically perfect spectra and
should result in the highest possible spectral similarity. Recon
structed spectra were prepared for each sequence shown in Tables
1 anei 2. The 6C" and cross-correlation values for each spectral
search through the taxonomic nucleotide and protein-species

3208 Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 67, No. 18, September 15. 1995

databases were plotted as shown in Figures 5 and 6. respectively.
Both comparisons illustrate that scoring is significantly improved
by using a spectrum for the cross-correlation comparison that
more closely matches the query spectrum. Thus, the development
of theoretical models which allow prediction of fragment ion
abundance for a given sequence would result in an improved
reconstruction method and better absolute and nonnalized scores.

Searches of Nucleotide Databases with Spectra of Modi
fied Peptides_ Recent work has shown the abilit,r to match the
tandem mass spectra of covalently modified peptides and to
identify the site of modification of sequences in protein databases
even though infonnation about modification sites is not contained
in the sequences,"; This method uses maso values of both the
modified and the unmodified amino acid. Rather than consider
universal modification of specific amino acids anel the resulting
mass changes that occur at every occurrence of the amino acid,

the method of Yates et al. considers the possibility at each
occurrence of the amino acid, modified or not."; Thus, a sequence
containing one putative modification site is considered as modified
and unmodified, for a total of two different sequences considered.
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bars are based on the standard error in the ordinate of the least
squares fit.

line' does not pass through the origin, but instead has a positive

intercept on the LVl axis, indicates that a slight "drift" occurs in
the baseline even when there has been no apparent change in

electrol,1e concentration. Possible reasons br this drift include

changes in optical alignment or detector response over several
hours of use or the gradual evaporation of solvent (water) from

the supply reservoir, leading to a gradual increase in concentration

of replacement electrolj1e. Equation 2 was used to express the

baseiine shift resulting from an enriching or depleting column
end in terms of concentration change.

The effect of applied field on baseline shift was studIed in detail

1'01' several "active", that is, emichlng or depleting, capillalyends.
In these studies, the applied field was held constant during each

11.1:1, but was changed before commencing a new run. The

"standard interlude" elapsed between runs. The correlation
between baseline shift, expressed as a concentration change, and

change in applied field strength (I'£) for one partIcular depleting

end, referred to as cut a, Is sho"m in Figure 4 Experiments were
conducted at a room temperature of 22.6 ..L 0.5 0c. Despite the

scatter in the data, a decreasing linear relatIonship between

concentratIon and applied tield Is evident. A regression line was

calculated for these data and was found to have a slope of -0.64

± 0.12,L1M cm Vol and an intercept on the ",,0 axis of -0.024 ±
0.070 mM. The negatIve slope is indicative of a depleting column

end: as the magnitude of the applied electric field is increased,
the concentratIon of solution entering the column from the supply

reservoir under the influence of electroosmotic flow is decreased.

TI,at Is, the column end somehow acts to deplete tile concentration

of NaBz entering the column from the supply reservoir, and this

depleting ability is enhanced by the application of stronger electric

tielcls. For example, if the applied field were to be increased by
1S0 V em i (equivalent to increasing the voltage applied along

the 57.3 cm length of the column by 8.6 kV) when conducting

experiments with cut a as the Inlet end. then the NaBz solution
enterIng this column from the supply reservoir would be 0.12 ±
0.07 111M less concentrated than that already present in the

column, even though the running and replacement electrolytes
were initially Identical 20 mM NaBz solutions.

To provide further evidence of "active" end behavior, we now
characterize another capillary end, referred to cut b. Cut

was also an "active" cut, but unlike cut a. cut 10 acted to enrich

the concentration of solution entering the column. The cOiTelation
between baseline shift, expressed in terms of concentration

change and change in applied field (l1E) for cut b, Is shown in

Figure 5. Since the /'.,0 versus ,6£ data (collected at a room

temperature of 247 + 0.8 'C) appear to be linearly related, a linear

regression of the data was carried out. The resulting slope was
+0.37 ± 0.02 ,uM cm V-I, while the intercept on the /'.,c axis was

-0.035 ± 0.016 mM, and the correlation coefficient was 0.96. The
positive slope is indicative of an enriching column end: as the

magnitude of the applIed electric field Is Increased. the concentra

tion of solution entering the column from the supply res'2rvoir
under the influence of electroosmotic now is also increased. This
beha,ior is opposite to that of the depleting end discussed

previously. Thus, it appears that cut b somehow acts to enrich
the concentration of NaBz entering the column relative to that in

the supply reservoir. For example, consider increasing the applied

field by 150 V cm- r (by increasing the applied voltage along the
64.30 cm long column by 9.6 kV) when conductIng an experiment

with cut b. The NaBz solution entering this column from the

supply reservoir would be 0.02 ± 0.01 111M more concentrated

than that already present in the column, even though the running
and replacement electrolyies were initialiy identical 20 mM '\iaBz

solutions.

Of even greater interest is the extreme enriching abilily of a
third cut, referred to as cut c. 'When an electric field of magnitude
280 V cm- r was first applied so that solution wouid pass through

cut c and replace the contents of the column by electroosmosis,
a baseline shift of 0.097 AU occurred. UsIng the correlatioll

between baseline shift and concentration change given in eq 2, it
was found that solution filling the column through cut c was 7.5
± 0.4 mM more concentrated than the original running elecLYolyie.

This large enrichment does represent a somewhat unique case,
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Effect of Multiple Electrolyte Buffers on Peak
Symmetry, Resolution, and Sensitivity in Capillary
Electrophoresis

John Bullock,* Joost Strasters,t and Jeff Snider*

Sanoii-Winthrop Pharmaceuticals, 1250 South Collegeville Road, P.O Box 5000, Collegeville, Pennsylvania 19426

The use of multiple electrolyte buffers in capillary elec
trophoresis was investigated from theoretical and experi
mental points of view. A series of model substituted
aromatic carboxylic acids was used to investigate the effect
of different combinations of buffer co-anions on individual
analyte peak symmetry. A theoretical model with com
puter simulations was used to aid in the interpretation of
the observed peak dispersion phenomena. The cumula
tive data demonstrate that it is possible to simultaneously
optimize peak symmetry for a mixture of different analytes
with widely varying mobilities by judicious choice of the
buffer co-ions. The value of this appl'Oach for controlling
peak symmetry was demonstrated in terms of both
optimization of resolution and sensitivity for mixtures
involving analytes with a broad range of mobilities and
samples composed ofwidely varying concentrations of the
individual species. In addition, the utility of this tech
nique for improving sensitivity for low-level weakly IN
absorbing impurities was demonstrated. Potential prob
lems encountered in using multiple electrolyte buffers
were discovered and their effects interpreted with the aid
of the computer simulations.

Free solution capillary electrophoresis (CE) is firmly estab

lished as an efficient method for separating a wide variety of ionic
species. Examples of different classes of ionic compounds
analyzed by this technique include inorganic ions, U phannaceu

ticals,' proteins/peptides, organic acids,1i and amino acids.'

Advantages of CE include high selectivity for compounds of similar

stlUcture ane! high peak efiiciencies. Some of the difficulties

encountered with CE include its inherently low concentration
sensitivity (using conventionallN detection) and the difficulty of

analyzing mixtures involving a broad range of mobilities. These
problems are exacerbated when analyzing for trace components

in the presence of major analytes or when analyzing compounds
with poor chromophores. In these situations. the amount of

addrc:-;,;: \ycolllcd [«('"carr\] and Deve]cpment, Col1cgcvilk·, PA
19426

Pre;;cnt addrc:;s: W"rncr·U,mberL \,lorris p'ains, :\.1 07950.
(1) FOITt, Fanali. S.: Bocvk P. Electrophoresis 1990. 11,780"

cn !~Oll1<l!lU : Jandik, P.: R:.lacksol'. P. E.]. Chromatogr. 1991,
/')46,

en Wainright, /'vIicrocGluil1i! SC!), 1990,2,166-175.
(;ros:-;man, P. D.; Colburn,.J Lauer. H. H.: Ni<;'i:;.on, R G.: Riggin. R. M.:
Sillampal8111. C. Rich8rci. C. ANal. Chem. 1989, 61. 1186-1194.

Ui) L;'lucr, H. 1-1.: :Vk:VialligJL D. /:11(11. Chem. 1986.58.166-170.
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sample injected relative to the concentration of the background

electrolyte is of necessity quite high. When operating in these

overload conditions, electrical dispersion phenomena become

significant, resulting in loss of peak symmetry and efficiency for
analytes with mobilities different than that of the buffer co-ion.'

Typically, one is faced with trying to achieve a compromise by

choosing a bnffer co-ion with a mobility that is in between those
of the different sample components. In this situation, the peak

symmetry and efficiencies of those sample components with

mobilities closest to that of the buffer co-ion will be favorable.

while the symmetries and efliciencies of the components with

mobilities that are very different fTOm that of the buffer co-ion
will be suboptimaL

A basic nnderstanding of the electrical dispersion processes

which give rise to peak asymmetry when operating under overload

conditions has been repOrled. Mikkers et aU' first described a
model which accounted for dispersion effects resulting from

mobility differences between the sample constituents and the
carrier electrolyte. This model was able to account for the

concentration distribution of the anaMes, which can result in
asymmetric peaks. Poppe'" presented a mathematical treatment

of overloading phenomena in CE with emphasis on indirect

detection systems. A series of equations was desCiibed to account
for the complex interaction and transport phenomena of all

constituents in an electrophoretic system. Computer simulctions

were able to accurately describe migration and dispersion proper

ties for a series of acids. Vinther and Soeberg l1 derived a
mathematical model that Cjnantitatively described the dispersion

processes in free solution CE under stacking and nonstacking

conditions. Dose and Guiochon l2 described a mathematical model

with computer simulations of both CE and isotachophoretic

separations. They were able to demonstrate the feasibility of

simulating practical experiments with realistically low dispersion
Gas et aLI' simulated the zone sharpening effect in CE and

anomalous spikes in isotachophoretic systems. E'lnakov et at" - HI

developed a highly quantitative mathematical model with com·

(8) :vlil\kers, F. E. P.: EVlTilCrls, F M: Verl1cggcH. P.j. 1979.
169. 11-20

(9) Mikkers. F. E. ?: EV('rat'rl~'. M: Verhcgge'l. T P.]. 1079
169,1-10.

(lO) Poppe. H. Alia!. Chnn. 1992, 64. 1~l00-1919.

(I 1) Vinlher. A.: Soeberg, H.]. Chromatogi'. 1991,559.
(12) Dose. E. V.: Guiorhon. G. Anal. Chen;. 1991, 63, l(i63-1072.
(13) Gas, B.: Vacik. l: Zelcnsky.l.]. 1991. 545. 225-237.
(14) Ermakov, S. V VlazllOrova. O. S,: Zhukov, Y. 1992. ,'3,
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separation technique employing single moL~cu],~ detection has not
yet been demonstrated.

We present here the application of single molecule fluores
cence burst detection to the separation DNA in capillary gel
electrophoresis (CGE). CGE is an attractive method to couple
with single molecule detection since it is a widely used, reliable
technique which offers high-rcsoh:tion separation of DNA and
other biological macromolecules."'-2" APplications employing CGE
would be further enhanced by improvements in signal-to-noise
ratio and sensitivity. Single molecule detection would provide the
ultimate improvement.

Optimization of the signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) is the main

challenge in developing a single molecule detection system for
CGE. The limiting factor for high-sensitivity detection in elec
trophoresis has been the background count rate caused by
scattering and impurity fluorescence from the separation matrix
as well as limited signal from the sample molecules. To address
these issues, this work builds upon that of Zhu et a1.,17 who
recently evaluated a vaLiety of intercalation dyes for the detection
of CGE separations of double-stranded DNA. The dye [(N,N'
tetramethylpropanediamin0) propylj thiazole orange (T06) 28 was
determined to have the best detection limits of the monointer
calators, and for that reason it was chosen for use in this work.
T06 is advantageous because it has a high quantum efficiency
and because its extremely high affinity for DNA pennits DNA
detection with very low concen trations of dyen the electrophore

sis buffer. The SIN was further enhanced through the use of
confocal optics, efficient spectral filtering and a high numerical
aperture oil immersion objective to increase the light gathering
efficiency and to reduce scattering caused by the air-glass
interface.

The development of a digital photon counting interface for
single molecule detection was also criticai to this effort because it
offers the potential for improved time resolution and SIN over
analog detection.''> Because a single molecule in a typical
electrophoresis experiment will travel through the laser beam in
oniy 2-10 ms, amplified photoelectron pulses must be captured
in bins of 300-500 JIs in duration to achieve a desired minimum
of 4 or 5 bins per DNA transit lime At this high rate of counting,
commercially available counting circuits typically do not have
en8ugh on-board memory to allow extended. uninterrupted data
collection. We therefore constructed a comp'lter-based counting
circuit to accomplish this task efficiently.

With these technical improvements we have successfully
developed a single molecule fluorescence burst detector and
method for CGE. To optimize the spectroscopic apparatus and
data analysis methods, solutions of M13 DNA were first flowed
through the detector and the fluorescence bursts recorded.
Statistical analyses were perfom1ed off-line to confirm single
molecule detection and to better understand and optimize the
system. In particular, we examined whether (i) the number of
single molecule events is linear with concentration, (ii) the

(2:\) Ewing, A. G_: Wallingford. R OIeCrowicz, 1'. M. Anal, Chem. 1989.61,

(2(;) LaJ1(kr~, J P.: Ocl<l. R. P.: Spclsbcrg, T. C. :'-Jobn. l A.: tnfeldcr, K. J
!iwlech'"iques 1993. 14.

(27) %hu. E.; S. \11.; Benson, S. c.; Rye, H. S.: Clazer, A Mathies. R.
A Anal CiJrm. 1994, 66. 1941-1~)!;8

(2ii) IknsoIL S, c.: \"l"lllics. K A.; A. !\. Adds Res. 1993,21,
5720-5726

duration of fluorescence bursts corresponds to the expected transit
time of one molecule through the laser beam, and (iii) the number

of molecular events corresponds to that expected for single
molecule counting. In addition, these MIS data were used to
optimize the noise filtration and peak-calling algorithms. Finally.
M13, pBR322, and pRL 277 DNA were injected into the capillary
and separated by CGE. Clusters of J1uorescence bursts were

observed at the expected appearance time of each DNA band.
The statistical tests and single molecule counting system were

applied to these data and used to confirm that the individual bursts

within the clusters arose from single molecules of DNA. This
work establishes the feasibility of single molecule photon burst

detection of DNA in all types of capillary separations.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Samples. M13 (7250 bp) and pBR 322 DNA (4631 bp) "'ere
purchased from New England Biolabs (Beverly, lVL'\). The M13
DNA was linearized with BamHl, and the pBR 322 DNA was
linearized with EcoRI. pRL 277 DNA (6798 bp)-1I1 was a gift from

Dr. Yuping Cai of the DC Berkeley Molecular and Cell Biology
Department and was linearized with EcoRl. DNA samples were
diluted with a 0.4mM Tris-acetate, 0.1 mM Na,EDTA buffer (pH

8.0) and stored at -20 'c.
Capillary Electrophoresis. Fused silica capiliaries (100 urn

i.d., 200 I'm o.d.) were purchased from Polymicro Technologies

(Phoenix, "i'JJ and the interior surfaces derivatized according to
the protocol of Hjerten."r The capillary length was 50 em. and a
2-mm observation window was burned 25 cm from the injection
end. The capillary was filled with a solution of 40 mM T(is
acetate, 1 mM EDTA. pH 80 (Ix TAE), and 0.10%-0.50% (w/v)

hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC, M" = 438000: Polysciences Inc..
Warrington, PA). This HEC-containing buffer was first degassed

under vacuum for 20-25 min and then centrifuged at 17 000 rpm
for 40 min (Sorvall Superspeed RC2-B). The monomeric inter
calating dye [(N,N'-tetramethylpropanediamino)propyl]thiazo1e
orange (T06)'8 was added to the solution (10 nM) before
centrifuging. At this concentration, the DNA should be nearly

saturated \\ith dye, giving a labeling density of 2-4 bpidye. The
HEC buffer solution was manually injected into the capillary using
a 10o-,uL syringe. Samples were electrokinctically injected (100
150 VI cm for 5-8 s) from a 5-JIL volume in an Eppendorf tube.

which was then replaced by a buffer reservoir. Electrophoresis
was performed at 150-200 V/cm. At the conclusion of each
experimen~ the capillary was flushed ·Nith water and acetone and
purged with nitrogen gas. For the experiments using flo\ving
solutions of DNA a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatl.ls. Millis. MA)
and a 10o-.uL syringe were coupled to the capillary.

InstIumentation. The experimental apparatus described in

Figure 1 is similar to that presented earlier." Excitation (488 nm)
from a Coherent Innova 70 kryptonlargon ion laser was passed
into a confocal microscope (Axioskop; Carl Zeiss), reflected off a
510-nm long-pass dichroic beam splitter, and focused into the
capillary by a 40x, 1.3 NA oil immersion objective (Plan Neoflor:

Carl Zeiss). The capillary was placed on a microscope slide. and
a drop of immersion oil (Carl Zeiss; n = 1.518) was placed between
the objective and the observation window of the capillary. TI1e
laser power was optimized according to the theory described

(29) D.: Crul!ch, R. S'tcctmchn>liml A,,,,iX,i,; Prentice-l-bB: Englewood
XL 1988: Chapter :~.

(30) Black, T. A.; Cai, Y.: Wolk. C. P. Mol. B1:01. 1993,9,77-84

(31) Hjenen, S.]. Chromalogr. 1985,347,191-198.
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Figure 2. M13 D!\IA dj'ution series. Solutions of M13 DNA in 1x
TAE stai1ed with 10 nM T06 were fowed through the 100-pm-i.d.
capillary using a syringe Jump. The trials were 108 slang (300000
data poirts with a binwidth of 362 jls), and a 6-s portion 01 each trial
is shawn. The laser' DO'lver at 488 nm was 0.3 mW at the samp:e.
and the mean flow velocity was 0.044 om/s.

fmgure 1. Schematic of the laser-excited, confocal fluores?e~ce

detection system and photon counting circuit. The 488~nm excitation
light is reflectej by the long-pass beam splitter (83) anj foc~sed ~Y

lhe objective (0) into the capillary. Emission from the capillary IS

collected b'y' the objective, passed through the beam splitter and green
bandpass iilter (F), ane then focused by the lens (l) through pinhole

to lhe phof,')mul"tiplier (PMT). The photoelectron pulses from the
PMT and are ccunted by the

toggled between two 8-bit counters so
ihat as one counter W8.S counting, the other was being read and
cleared. The capillary (C) was mounted on a microscope slide, and
a crop of immersion oil (n = 1.518) was placed between the objective
ane! the detection window of the capillery.

earlier" and was set between 0.3 and 0.5 mW at the sample.
Fluorescence.vas collected 10" the objective, passed through the
beam splitter. filtered by a bandpass filter (530DF30, Omega,
Brattleboro, VT), iocused on a 50-,um pinhole, and detected ,,vith
a photomultiplier (Ramamatsu R943-02) in a cooled housing

ITE210RF; Products for Research, Danvers, MA), lifter being

passed through an amplifier and discriminator (SSR 1120), the
photoelectron pulses were fed to a counting circuit that was built
on " "breadboard" which plugged into one of the expansion slots
of a 386-bascd AT personal computer. This circuit toggled
bet.veen two 8-bit counters (Jameco, 74F193) at a rate of between

360 and 4,50 us/bin, set by a function generator. \iVhile one

counter was counting, the other was being read to the computer's
RATer disk anel cleared, so that there was no dead-time in collecting
the data,

Data Anaivsis, Data were [jrst filtered to remove any
anomalously l~rge one-bin noise spikes. The spikes occurred
approximately once per 100 000 points and were replaced by the

average oi the two adjacent points. Data were then Fourier
transfo:-med using an algorithm from ref 33, low-pass filtered in
frequenc" space, and reverse Fourier transiormed, The peak
calling algorithm searched for maxima in the data set which were
above a defined disCliminator level and also had immediately
flanking points at a lower value.

'''-rCf., L.m,,, ':hcm. 1990.62, 1786-1791.
W. S. A: Flannery, B. P. Numerical

: C<lil1blidge IinivPT""ity Press: New York. 1992: Chapter

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

M13 DNA Dilution Series, To test the single molecule
detection apparatus and to deveiop data analysis methods. solu
tions containing linear M13 DNA (7.25 kb) were tlowed through
the capillary with a syringe pump. Figure 2 presents 6-5 portions
oi each 108-s trial in a i\!i13 DNA clilution series, The concentra
tions ranged [yom 0 to 20 pM, 'Wilen the blank solution was
flowed through the capillary, no large fluorescence bursts were
observed, and the aV2idge count rate was 0.38 counts/bin. Vvhen

DNA solutions were introduced, discreettluorescence bursts were
seen and the number of these bursts increased with concentra
tion,'suggesting that they were due to the passage of individual

DNA molecules through the focused laser beam, If t1e probability
of more than one D~f\. molecule simultaneously occupying the

probe volume is extremely low, then the observed fluorescence
bursts can be attributed to single molecules oi DNA An
occupancy, or average number of molecules per probe volume,
of ~O,OI has been shown to be an effective clitelion ior single
molecule detectiony1 1he e-:; probe volume in our case was
approximated to be a cylinder 4,0 ,lim in height and 2.4 pm in
diameter, giving a volume of 18 iL. The 2,4-,um diamcter is our

best estimate of the effective beam diameter based on the capillary
electrophoresis measurements described below, and the 4.o-,um
height is an estimate 01 the convolution of the depth oi focus of
the laser beam with the coniocal detection efficiency.:' For an
18-fL probe volume, the occupancies range iTom 0,002 :0 02 for

(:34) Wilson. T.; Carlini. A R. OPt. Lett. HIS!. 12. 22;-22~).
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Anion Exchange Run Time in Hours

,Ss,;cns:n,:ctE'd one-dimensional anon exchange liqJid chromatograplly separation of t18 porcine tnyroglobulin separation in Pigue
the total fluorescent signal for each reversed phase run.

thyroglobulin, reduced

should yield approximately

dime',
tw,>dim,cr",iol12i chromatogram of porcine thyroglobulin

reveals the h_gh sensitivity of this t'NO

The C01KcntratJon of each Quores,
porcin-:: thymglobulin is 4 x M. The

onto the anion exchange microcolumn

15 s is L. Given th'2se values,
peptide in the two

))n1ol. 111('

hvo-dimensional chromatogram of the tryptic digest of porcine

thyroglobulin contains roughly the same number of peaks,

as that expected aI-eH :.11e digest, The peaks resolved in the

chromatogram are most likely si;lgle peaks. The peaks Sh01ATl

in Figure 3 do not appear to uniform in concentration, as

depicted by the gray scale imaging. These di.'Jerences in peak

intensity can be attlibutecl [Q c'jfFerences in the Jluorescem

quan~um yield of the tagged peptidcs. They can also be attributed

improper cleavage3 in the tf}rptic digest.

The usefulness of j-his two-dimC'nsional Le/Le system for the

analysis of samples of limited volune i3 demonstrated with the

two~dimensjonalChr0111amgram of a single bovine chromaffin cdl

shown in Figure 6. The volume a bovine chromaffin cell is in

the order of a few picoliters. Despite :his low sample volume,

there are several pcal.;:s in th·:;, chromatogram in Figure 6 that are

not at11ibuted to background peaks Peaks present in the

background run arc labeled as "B" in the chrDmatogram in Figure

6. The catecholamine COIllem singie bovine Chr0l118lfin celis

has been studied previoL:sly and cJet'::nninecl 1:0 be 150 fmol total
in epinephrine and The cDl1ccntration of most

amines present in a boviIE::' ch.romamn cell is un]mown. The peaks

in this chromatogram bave not been identified as y,:L Standard

solutions of epinephrine and norepinephline separated 011 this tv/O

dimensional system found to elute in the :lead time of the
anion exchange separation dimension due to the lack of a net

negative charge on either of these analyies. Because both of these

chatecholamines arc eluted in the dead time with other positively

charged amines they afe not resolved adequately for qualitative

analysis,
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Figure 6. Two-dimensional cl1romatograrn of the amine content of a single bovine chromaffin cell. Peaks labeled with a ·'6" are present in the
background run.

DISCUSSION
The individual separation modes have been improved through

the implementation of microcolumns. The :ength of a chroma
tography column is imp0l1ant because theoretical plate count
increases with column length. Microco:umns on the order of 1

m in length, unlike conventional columns. can be easily fabricated
and operated without appreciable band broadening. Micro
columns are also better suited than conveIltional sized columns

for analysis of small sample volumes. This is due to the low
mobile phase volume of a microcolumn compared to that of a
conventional sized column of similar length. This low mobile
phase volume allows small sample volumes to be loaded and run
on a microcolumn without diluting the contents of the injected
sample so much that it is difficult to detect. Furthelmore, the
flow of mobile phase through both microcolumns has been

manipulated such that the system will operate without interruption
of flow. This is beneficial over systems based on stopped-now
methods because interruption in the flow of mobile phase ln a
chromatographic column will increase longitudinai band broaden
ing, thus decreasing the resolution of the system.

The interfacing of the individual separation modes has focused
on the physical transfer of sample and mobile phase from the first
separation dimension to the second and on the timing of this

sample transfer. The most important aspect of the physical
transfer of sample is that all of the analyies elnted from the anion
exchange microcolumn are transferred to the reversed phase
microcolumn, thus improving sensitivity. The tagged fragments
that are eluted from the anion exchange column are diluted in a
makeup flow before being injected onto the second column. This
dilution serves two purposes. First, it increases the volume of
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sample transferred from 82.5 nL to I ,uL, malting the direct
coupling of the first and second columns more feasible with
commercially available electrically actuated valves. This coupling

is more feasible 'With tbe transfer of a 1 flL loop because valve 1
used in this work requires a minimum transfer of a volume of 0.5
,ilL This voiLlme results from valve ports and the rotor slots that
turn within the valve, thereby chang:ng the valve port paths. The
second advamage of tbe introduction of the makeup flow is that

dilutes the high organic ccntent oJ the anion exchange effluent

[Tom.sO 15% acetonitrile. rThis decrease in the percent

acetonitrile contained in the fused silica sample loop, coupled with
increased hydropho'oicity introduced to each tagged amine

the presence of d1e TRlTC moiety, allows the sample to be
concentrated at the head of the reversed phase. This concentra-
tion enabies a 3 ,uL volume to be loaded onto a column that has
a total mobile phase volume of 0.1 !!L.

The timing of the sample transfer from the first separation
dimension to the second separation dimension is critical to the
operation of the system. The flow rate of mobile pbase through
the reversed phase microcolumn is controlled by two factors. The
first factor is the minimum sampie volume of 1 ilL required by
the commercial valves. This loop volume of 1 ,uL as wen as an

appropriate volume o[ liquid to flush residual sample from the
loop must be loaded onto the reversed phase microcolumn. A
minimum flush volume of 2 ilL is ,-equired by this system to
prevent sample carry-over, so that a total volume of 3 ./L must be
loaded onto the reversed phase microcolumn. In addition, the
system is designed so that while the sample is loaded onto the
:-e\icrsed phase column, mobile phase from the anion exchange

column is divclied to waste. This loss of sample from the anion

exchaJge column must be kept small relative to the width oj any
peaks that elute from the column. This means that the loading
lime of the reversed phase column must be short. A load time of
30 sallows a(i'2quate time for loop transfer to the reversed phase
l..:o:um:1 without excessive loss of inforIllation [rom the anion

exchange separation. This requirement for 3 l'L to be loaded

within 30 s dictates the need for a reversed phase IT.obile phase
rate of 6 uL/min

The seconcl factor that determines the flow rate of the mobile
phase through tbe reversed phase column is the maximum
pressure the HPLC pump can supply. That is, typical HPLC
pumps are not operated above a pressure of 200 bar. The 3 em

iong, 100 I'm intemai diameter microcolumn packed with 5 !,m
diameter packmg material has a back pressure oj 167 bar at the
flow rate of (1 uL/min. Thus, a mobile phase flow rate of (1 I'L/
rniH is near maximum now rate the second column can be

opel'ate-d a·~.

The flow rate of mobile phase through the anion exchange
microcJlumn ;s determined according to the required flow rate

of mobile phase (hrough the reversed phase microcolumn. This
is because the flow rate of the mobile phase in the anion exchange
microcolumn must be maintained such that the peaks eluted from
this microcolumn are wide enough to be sampled three times by
the reversed phase separation. ~rhen operated at a Bow rate of

6 pL/min, the reversed phase dimension requires a minimum of

150 s for an adequate gradient sEparation of biological amines.
This required 150 s run Time when added to tbe required 30
second load time for eacb reversed phase run dictates that peaks
eluted from the anion exchange dimension must be at least 9 min
wide in order to be sampled three times by dhe reversee phase
dimension. The anion exchange dimension must be run over 40

h in order to elute peaks of approximately g min peak widths.

The small injection volume oj this system coupled with the
ability oj this system to separate complex samples should allow
for practical applications. This has been illustrated in the two
dimensional chromatograms of porcine thyroglobulin and of the
contents of a single bovine chromaffin celL These chromatograms
contain a multitude of resolved biological amines, While the

amines are well sepamted, their identity is unknown. It would
be advantageous 10 employ a method of detection that could be
used to identify all peaks eluting [rom the reversed phase
separation dimension in real time. This could be accomplished
by coupling the two-di mensional system to a mass spectrometer.

Mass spectral detection could provide the molecular weight of
each separated analytc. Molecular weight infom1ation would be
useful in the identification of fragmems o[ a protein where the

primary sequence is knovm. The identification of biological

amines found in a single bovine chromaffin cell such as dopamine.

tyrosine, and other amino acids and enkephalins and other small
peptides would be enhanced by mass spectral infcnmtiof..
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Figure 6. Separation of MW 278 PAri isomers 0:1 selected columns. Mobile phase composition has been adjusted to increase retention for
columns with iower stationaty phase leadings.

described thE' isolated clusters as liquid dropletsY This model
is not :lnreasonable fer solution polymerization, for which silane
polymers iom, in solution and are deposited on (and ultimately
hO:1ded to) the silica suriace (see Figure 1). The distribution oi
iigands for surface polymerization reactions may be more uniform

to the inieal monolayer oi water on the silica suriace.
cJmpar1:,on of the absolute retention for various solutes on

different columns provides further insight into solute retention

mechanisms. The retention model oi Dill" predicts that solute
ret',ntion will increase with stationary phase ligand density to a
point, and at hlgher ligand densities, retention will decrease
as the ·'energetic cost' oi creating a cavity ior the solute in the
stationary phase becomes large. TI:is retention behavior was
observed experimentally by Sentell and Dorsey" ior a series of

monomeric phases with stationary phase loadings oi 1.6-4.1
,umol!m'. Surface coverages oi monomeric and polymeric col
umns in Table 1 span a "ider range. namely, 2.03-7.44 flmol!

Chromatogr. Sci. 1979,17,574-579.
1989,61,930-934..

m2. Plots of !, ' vs surface coverage are shown in Figure 7 for
solutes listed in Fif,rure 2. This plot 18 not directly comparable to

the research of Sente]] and Dorsey since k 'is plotted rather than

the partition coefficient K (determination oi K requires knowledge
oi the phase ratio, which is controversial ior polymelic stationalY
phases). In spite oi this difference. the fact that a maximum in
k' is observed supports the retention model oi Dill and is in

agreement with ti,e findings oi Sente]] and Dorsey:" It is perhaps

more interesting to examine trends in retention suggested by

these data. If the curves in Figure 7 are exam1ned carefully, it is

apparent that maximum retention occurs at different surface
coverage values icr different solutes. Several solutes exhibit
maximum retention at or near 4,lIIl1ollm', whereas other solutes
exhibit a maximum at much higher phase loadings. Bulky solutes

such as TPB, TPM and o-terphenyl are examples oi solutes ior
which maximum retention is observed at lower surface coverages.
Extended solutes such as DPHT andp·terphenyl exhibit maximum

retention at much higher phase loadings approaching 7 IImoll

(49) Sentell. K. G.: Barnes, K W.; Dorsey. .r. G.]. Chro1na!ogr. 1988,455.95
104.
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chain spacing for partitioning \vlthin the stationary phase com~

pared with planar or linear solutes.' The retentron of bulky

molecules is reduced for stationary phases with high surface
coverages due to the higher energetic cost of cavity creation
compared with planar or linear molecules. As the space between
bonded alkyl chains decreases, solute/stationary phase interac

tions are favored for extended and linear solutes.
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Figure 7. Plot of retention as a function of surface coverage for
various C18 columns (Tab!e 1) and selectivity probes (Figure 2).

m'. This retention behavior might be expected on the basis of
interchain distances. Bulky solutes should require larger inter-
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Determination of Partition Coefficients and
Quantitation of Headspace Volatile Compounds
Alain Chaintreau,* Andrea Grade, and Rafael Munoz-Box

Nestle Research Centre, NESTEC Ltd., P.o. Box 44, Vers-Chez-Ies-Blancs, 1000 Lausanne 26, Switzerland

A survey of partition coefficient values reported in the
literature showed numerous discrepancies. These could
be attributed to technical problems encountered during
headspace measurements. Consequently, a novel method
based on a combination of static headspace sampling and
dynamic headspace traps was developed. The new method
also includes determination of partition coefficients in
dependently of the concentration of the reference. Once
the partition coefficient is known, a simple calibration of
the gas phase constituents can be performed. This
headspace quantification method does not require addi
tion of a standard. Estimation of variance showed the
method to be accurate (0.5-15%, depending on compo
nent and matrix). A model mo..1:nre of flavors was inves
tigated by the new method. Varying the concentration of
one compound had no effect on the rest of the aroma
profile. Small differences in the aroma profile due to
changes in the matrix were investigated as exemplified by
alterations in flavor retention observed when water, lipids,
or emulsions were used as the solvent.

TIle aroma of the gas phase in equilibrium with a food or a
beverage i, a key parameter that influences the choice of a
consumer who opens a package. Similariy, the flavor released
by L"e food when preparing a meal or when chewing will also
determine consumer preference. Both require quantitation of the
aroma components in the gas phase, as well as measurement of
the partition coefficients between air and the matJix. However,
if we consider the literature, quantiL1tion in the gas phase appears
to be a hard task.

During the last decace many irrprovemen:s have been made
in headspace (HS) sampling, and automated HS injectors are now
cOIllmerciallyavailable. HS is generally classified into two cate
gories: static headspace (S-HS) , in which the vapor phase is
directly injec:ed in a gas chromatograph, and emiched (or
dynamic) headspace (E-HS), which requires trapping of the
volatiles onto an adsorbant prior to GC injection. The HSanalysis

of plants and flowers has been reviewed by Bicchi and Jouiain1

while Seta recently described the biological applications."
Quantification. While E-HS offers a belter sensitivity than

S-HS, it is generally not suitable for quantitation of headspace
components as release of the volatiles in the gas phase is strongly
dependent on their interaction with the matrix. In other tenns,
the headspace composition is related to the air-to-matrix partition
coefficients of each compound.

Among the different quanlitatioll methods that have been
proposed, the most appropriate seems to be multiple headspace
extraction (MHE) using S-HS sampling.-K Kolb'! proposed two

(1) Bicchi. Joulain. D. F7avO/lY Fragrti!lce I 1990,5, 131-145.
(2) Seto. Y. I ("/immatogr. 1994. 674. ~S-62.
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MHE calibration methods, using an internal or an external
standard:

External Standard. The calibration mixture must be contained
in a vial as a gas phase only without any solvent. This limits the
calibration to very volatile compounds, and it requires the
measurement of very small volumes which cannot be accurate.

Internal Standard. The GC response coefficients must be
determined separately in the same matrix. If matrices differ,
partition of the t1avorings and of the standard in both phases will
change. Stable isotope-labeled standards appear to be the only
alternative since their behavior will be similar to that of the
nonlabeled molecules.

In conclusion, calibration for headspacc quantitation remains
either tedious Oabeled standards) or inaccurate (external stan
darcls or nonlabeled internal standardsi.

Errors in Partition Coefficient Measurements. Great

discrepancies appear between the values measured by different
authors (Table 1). Drawbacks were found in all methods
proposed if they had to be applied to the low-concentration range
found in the headspace above foods.

Dynamic Methods. Burnett" used a stripping gas to extract the

volatiles from the solution. The partition coefficient is mathemati
cally deduced from a dynamic process rather than from a system
at equilibrium. Efficiency of the stripping step should be previ
ously ascertained

Pressurized Vials. Kolb et al.]{) pressUlized the headspace of
the sample vial prior to injection. This can modify the partition
of the solute between phases, and values are higher than in
systems operating at atmospheric pressure (Table 1) However
other important parameters are probably responsible for the great
dilIerence of hexane values (1400%), since all authors used
different operating conditions.

Glass Syringes. Wall adsorptions and leaks occur when operat
ing with syringes. 11.l1 They may seriously alter the results (up to
80% nonanal absorbed") when operating io the usual ppm range
of flavors in a food matrix, which corresponds to the ppb range
in the gas phase.

Ul Milana. \1. R: \1aggio. A.: Denaro, M.: Feliciani. R;
1991. 552. 20.')·-211.

(.1-) Ko:b. B. 1982. 15,587-594.
(;)) I·ragman. A.: Jacobsson, S. lIRe CC,j. High Resoh . Chromaiogr. Chyoitw!og"

Commlll!. 1988, 11. 830-836.
(()) Bosset . .J. 0.: Gauch, R.). U:Yomatogr. 1988,456.417-420.

(7) Uhkr. D.: M:llcr. L J.]. Agric. Food Gem. }994.36
(8) Mf,ggio. A.: Milana. :VI. R; Denaro. M.: Fi:'l1ciani. R: Grilmiccioni. L. l1RC

ce.]. High Resoll/I. Chromatogr. Chmmatogr. [Oillin/ili. 1991. 14.
620.

(9) Burnett.:vI. G. Anal. Chem. 1963,35. :567-1570.
(10) l(olb. B.: Welter. c.; Bichler. C. 1992.34.
(11) Vitenbcrg. A. G: roffe. B. v : Dimitrova. 2. BllLaeva. L L]. chromaiogr

1975.112.319-327.
(12) Guilart. R.; Puigclcmont. A.: Airboix, M.f Chmrnatogr. 1989,491.271

2cSl).
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(12) Table 5. Partition Coefficient Determination of an
Aqueous Solution of a Model Mixture

Table 7. Influence of the Matrix on the PartHian
Coefficient of 2-Butanone

2.2

~)03

242 8,C

977

5:-14

PSI) (%)

21 x 10-::
:2.~) x 10-'
7.4 X 10- 1

9.7 x 10-'
U x 10-'

41.6 741.6 1481 ,)lIil av
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matlix 10'k, sed (%)

water 2.1
MeT 1.4
soja oil 2.6
milk 2.3
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I-butanol

"c.-.""'-~' ""--,, because or the overlap of the GC j)c'ak will: LhaL
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Table 6. Influence of an Addition on the Vapo, Phase
Concentration of the Other Components (GC Area
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the follovving advantages: detennination of the partition coef

ficients does not require calibration, quantification is achieved
without adding a standard, according to estimation of Valiance

the method is accurate, combination of static headspace with tmps

allows components with low vapor phase concenirations to be

analyzed. and small changes in the aroma prol1le due to nonvolatile

constituents can be investigated.
It was also found that the concentration of one of the flavor

components in a cocktail has no influence on the partition of tho
other ingredients. Consequently, using this method, it is possible
to measure individual par:ition coefficients in a mixture

flavorings.

(9) Bohncns\cr:gC'!. F.: Solta:li N.: haltes, VV.}. Gi'om'llogr. 1993.655,249
255.

(2m Conner, l Palc!"sOlL A : Pig~':;()lt, J. Rj. Sci. Food Agric. 1994,66,45-

CONCLUSIONS
A new method based on combination of static headspace

sampling and dynamic headspace traps "'-as developed. It has

Dividing eq 12 by the numeric form of eq 10 gi',es the relative
standard deviation as 3.4%. This value shows the method to be a

very accurate quantification technique of the vapor phase con
stituents. compared to the use of internal or external standards.

It must be pointed out that, when a complex matix is used, only

the concentration in the gas phase is thus obtained. However,

applying the MHE technique allows deduction of the concentration
of the volatile in the matrix.

Influence of the Volatile Mixture Composition. In a recent
paper. Baltes l !' mentioned the influence of other volatiles in a
mode1 t1avoring mixture on the individual component concentra~

tions in the gas phase. Since such an observation could be an
explanation to the "synergy" between flavorings, which is often
claimed by flavorists, the phenomenon required a quantitative
verification. The Baltes' assumption would mean that the partition

coelfieient of a given component is modified by the addition of

another Therefore. a mixture contain:ng several componnds used
by Baltes was formulated. The 2-butanone and the I-butanol
coefficients remained unchanged (Table 5).

Similarly to Baltes' experimem. we increased the 2-butanone
concentration of the mixture. The concentrations of the other

volatiles were unchanged. as shown by the GC area of the other

peaks in spite Df the large excess of the ketone (up to a 0.5%
conc'entration) (Table 6). All values fell within a deviation ofless

than 10% above or below the average. Even l-butanol, 3-meth

ylpyridine, and 2,6-dimethylpyrazine, which are said to be strongly
decreased by adding an excess of another volatile molecule, were
not affected. It can be concluded that composition of the mixture

has very liltle influence on the partition of its constituents as stated
by Guitart."

\vl1en the sDlutions exhibit amphiphilic properties, formation

of aggregates may alter their concent-ation in the headspace above

a critical concentration in the solution."' Since none of the
ingredients used in our model flavor mixture or in Baltes' mixture

was amphiphilic, this phenomenon did not occur. and according

to our findings, the vapor phase concentrations are expected to
follow Raoult's law.

Matrix Effect. To exemplify the mat:ix influence on flavor
release. the system was tested usmg MCT and soja oil as fat
examples and milk as an emulsion model (Table 7). When

2-butanone was dissolved in soja oil, the partition coefficient was
found to be similar to that in Nelson's expeI1n-,ents14 (1.9 x 10-:1)

for safflower oil. 111e limited number of experiments performed

di 1'0t lead to a conclusion concerning the role of lipid composition,
and further systematic investigations would be useful.
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Figure 13. Comparison of pesticide analysis in the phosphorus
mode using heiium (A) and hydrogen (8) as carrier gases. Tne carrier
gas flow rate vvas 8 mL/min, and the pesticides were (in the order of
elution) diazinon, methyl parathion, parathion, methyl trithion, and
ethion, each a: 100 P9 in the column', 25 m of 0.32 mm i.d. wide bore
columl was used with HP-, film.

analysis of sulfur and phospholllS, the light guide optics is

preferred, and a time resolution of 1.3 ms is sufficient.
In Figure 13, we compare the use of helium and hydrogen as

carrier gases. We note that as the carrier gas flow rale is
increased, the detection limits are reduced due to sample dilution,
and above 6-8 mLimin, the emission time also begins to be
reduced due to an extended intracombustor mixing zone above
the column. The use of hydrogen as a carrier gas reduces the
dilution effects and thus provides the best sensitivity at a high
calicr gas flow rate. It can be seen from Figure 13 that the peak
heights are more than 3 dmes higher with 8 mL/min hydrogen
than with an 8 mLimin helium flow rate. In addition, the
chromatographic analysis time is shorter and has narrower peak
widths. However, hydrogen may promote catalytic dissociation
in the injector. probably due to the reduction of metal oxides in
the glass injector liner. 11]is dissociation is assumed to be
eliminated with on-column injection, but in Figure 13. we show a

partial injector-induced dissociation of methyl parathion and
parathion in the split-splitless injector. The replacement of H2

by He elimina:es this problem, but about 1 h is required for this.
Such hydrogen-induced dissociation through the activation of
catalytic sites in the glass injector liner is known for chlorinated
pesticides,J.1 and a similar explanation is provided.14

The use of hydrogen a::; a carrier gas is very appealing for field

applic2.tions. Trace E was achieved with a column flow rate of 8
mL/min hydrogen, and no detector hydrogen was added; thus,
the column flow serves also as the PFPD detector hydrogen. The

Wells. G.j.lIigh Resoiul. Chromatogt. ChromalOgr. Commun. 1983, 6,651.

A. NORMAL IGNITION

B. tmin IGNITER OFF

TIME (min)

Figure 14. Injection of chlorinated, fluorinated solvent into the PFPO
in the phosphorus mode. C2F3CI3 was injected splitless as a solvent
i1.2 ,uL) witr. the pesticide mixture MX5 as io Figure 13 (120 pg ot
each component). In trace A, normal ignition was 8Tlployec, while
in trace B the igniter was off and turned on 1 min after injection.

use of hydrogen as a carrier gas allows PFPD operation with up

to 40-50 mLimin hydrogen column flow. The detector sensidvity

is about constant up to a 8-10 mL/min column flow rate and then
decreases in a linear manner. The emerging conclusion is that
with hydrogen as a carrier gas, even a packed column flow can

be effecdvely coupled to the PFPD.
One of the many requirements of modem GC detecLOrs is

compatibility with chlorinated and DUOlinated solvents. Upon
combustion, these solvents form a very chemically aggressive
environment of HF and HCl with water vapor at high tempera
tures. This environment is highly corrosive to conventional
stainless steel such as 304 or 316. In the PFPD, the majority of
the solvent flows out uncombusted, as the flame cannot be ignited
in the solvent elution time. Only at the solvent tail is the pulsed
flame ignited, and some minor con-osion can occur, but it is greatly
reduced relative to the corrosion observed with a continuous flame
FPD. In Figure 14, trace A, we show the !'v!X5 pesticide mixture
analysis using 1.2 aL splitless injection of bis mixture in a C,Fi
Cl:; ("algofren") solvent. TI]e pulsed flame is auromadcally turned

off at the 30 s solvent elution and reignited only at its diluted tail.
The existence of HCl and HF in the flame creates some

background, probably due to impUlities removed from the
stainless steel body which are brought back to the combustor in
t.oe cooling decompression cycle. This background is gradually
removed, and the PFPD can be used periodically, although the
MDA is somewhat increased due to higher chemioailloise. An
alternative approach is to shut off the igniter for 1 min until the
entire solvent tail has eluted from the PFPD. In this wav, as
shov.n in Figure 14, trace E, no chemical background is for~ed.
and the PFPD can be used indefinitely without any further
consideration of the chlorinated/tluorinated solvent used, as no
solvent combustion occurs. Finally, although not tested, it is
reasonable to assume that production Df the c:ombustDr holder
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Influence of Compressional Wave Generation on
Thickness-Shear Mode Resonator Response in a
Fluid

Thomas W. Schneicler* and Stephen J. Martin

Microsensor Research and Development Department, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

A quartz resonator typically consists a f1in disk of quartz
\vith metal film electrodes pallcn1ecl on opposing surfaces. The
electric field generated by applying a voltage between the
electrodes creates a mechanical strain in the pi2zoelectric quartz.
The quartz crystal resonates at a frequency cetennined by the
cry::tal thickness and the acoustic mode that is excited. In X~cut

quartz, for example, longitudinal modes are excited. in which the
crystal thickness is modulated. In 'I-cut quartz, shear modes are
excited, in which plane::; paralkl to the crystal faces undergo
relative in-plane displacements.' Since shear displacement varies
across the thickness of the clevice. these dev1:.::es arc commonly
called thickness-shear mode ('[SM) resenators. The AT-cut of
quartz, commonly used in constructing TSl'd resonators, is a
parTicular V-cut that has a low temperature coeficient of frequency
.1r0l1l1d room temperature.

\\lhen longitudinal mode resonators are operated in gases or
liquids, they generate compressional (sound) waves. Radiation
of these compressional waves into a semiinfinite contacting fluid
resulls in severe damping of the crystal. ':'hus, these devices are
not well suited for general liquk-phase sensing applications.
However, these devices do function as efficient compressional

wave transducers. Due to the low attenuation of compressional
waves, they have been used in acoustic interferometry G'{peri
ments to detennine gas and liquid sound velocities.::- By varying
the spacing h between the resonator and a paralle! reflecting
boundary, the compressional wave generated at the resonator
sutiace intetieres 'hith that reflected back fTom the boundary.

Acoustic intetierometry is performed by measUJing the resonator
response as a function of h. Constructive inteIierence, and an
enhanced response, occurs when Jz = nij2, where is

compressional wavelength in the fluid and is an integer. Since
)et: = vj/' where Vc is the compressional sound velocity in [he
medium and lis the operating frequency the interval j,h between
resonances detennines the sound velocity:: MI = 1 / (2f)

Thickness-shear mode resonators have been widely used as
liquid-phase sensorsLA ll1ese devices He less sevcrcly damped
by fluid coupling than are compressional wave devices: they can
be conveniently operated as the frequency control element of an
oscillator circuit. The mass sensitivity and low liquid damping of
the device enable it to be used as a general purpose gravimetric
detector or "microbalance"." 10 In addition, the device sensitivity
to the contacting fluid enables it to be used to measure fluid
properties.11- "

If the shear displacement is unifonn across the suIiace of the
TIM resonator. then only plane-parallel laminar flow is generated
in a contacting fluid. The mechanical coupling between the
resonator and the fluid perturbs the crystal's resonant frequency
and damping (as reflected in the motional resistance)· in
proportion to (QJ7)112, where Q and '7 are liquid densily and shear
viscosity, respectively. The in-plane oscillation of the resonators
surface causes a critically damped shear wave to be radiated into
the contacting fluid. Since the decay length::· for this shear wave

(3) Hubhard. 1. c.: Loomis. A. L Phil. Magn. 1928,5
(4) Pit'lemcicr, W. H. Phys. [(ev. 1929, 34. llS4~1202

(S) Klein. E.: Hershberger, D. Phys. Rn'. 1931.37.
(6) Hubbard, J. C. Phys. Rev. 19:·31. 38, lOll~1019

(7) Mal1in, B. A: H. APP!· Phys. 1989. (7).

(8j (a) Buttry, D. D. Clzem. Rev. 1992. 92.
McCallum. 1. 1. Analyst 1989. 114. 1173-1l89. (c) SChUl'
Chem., Jnt. Ed. Eng/. 1990.29. :\29-343. i.d) Ebcrsok\!<
j. Am. Oem. Soc. 1988, 110. 8()23-862S. (ei Roederer
G. J. Anai. CJWl!. 1983.55, 23:n-23%. m ","'·au'">c;., ",
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(2)

Acoustic interferometry was performed ,vith thickness
shear mode (ISM) resonators to investigate ti,e effect of
compressional wave generation on the response (resonant
frequency and damping). Resonator response was mea
sured while the spacing between the resonator and
adjacent solid was filled 'with fluid and the spacing was
varied. A characteristic resonance response was observed
whenever the spacing reached a multiple of J.j2, where

is the compressional wavelength in Lhe fluid. Compres
sional wave generation arises from a gradient in the in
plane surface displacemem. A model is proposed to
predict the resonator response that arises from combined
shear wave and compressional wave generation. Experi
mental data fit to this model determine device coupling
to shear and compressional waves, The model also
relates resonator response to the sUlface displacement
profile. By measuring this displacement profile, com
pressional wave generation can be estimated. The effect
of surface roughness and device geometly on shear and
co:mpressional wave coupling is exarJ:1ined. The results
i,ndicate that even in a semiinfinite fluid, compressional

wave generation contributes significantly to device damp
ing (motional resistance) btl! not to the frequency shift.
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Figure 1. Experimental geometry for M/\S NMR with inductive
heating. The radio frequency coil that was used for transmitting and
receiving NMR signals and for inductive heating is shown off-set from
the platinum-plated zirconia rotor for clarity. This exploded view also
illustrates the thermal bulkheads and grooved Kel-F seals used in all
of the work reported here, The platinum ccating was typically 25%
longer than the rf coil, and the sample was limited to the center 75%
of the length of the rf coil for a nominal payioacl of 75 ,liL

directed onto the MAS rotoL The heater was top mounted in
the magnet bore and mated with the top of the probe, which was
bottom loading. The preheated gas was directed onto the center
of the zirconia MAS rotor at a flow rate of 150 ft::(STP)/h. A
resistance temperature device (RTD) (Omega, 100W30) several
centimeters upstream from the sample gave an accurate measure
of the gas temperature prior to contact vvith the T'v1.AS rotor as

determined in this and previous investigations. Primary stan
dardization ofthe temperature was carried out via the observation
ofLhe solid-liq1Jid phase transitions of hcxamethylbenzene (mp
= 440 K) and caffeine (mp = S08 K). Using these methods, the
temperature of the gas stream, as indicated by the RTD, was
identical to that of the sample to within :':3 K.

Radio Frequency Heating. The approach previously re
ported by Yannoni et a1." was adapted for use in MAS experi
ments. MAS rotors for radio frequency (rQ heating. illustrated
in Figure 1, were prepared by coating 5-mm zirconia rotors
(Chemagnetics) with a Pt suspension (Standard Ceramic Supply,
S-Z). The rotors were then subjected to a hear treatment in which
the temperature of a glassblower's oven was slowly ramped to
923 K over an 8-h period. The final appearance of the reflective
plating was a brilliant silver color. After coating or recoating each
individual rotor, the calibration of sample temperature vs rf power

level was verified using the melting point techniques described
elsewhere in the text. After repeated use in temperature jump
experiments, the coating tended to unbend; therefore, any
individual rotor was used for a maximum of two in-situ runs, after

RFCoil

Kd-F Endeap~ II- U
C.'ramic Spacer~ ,

I

Zirconia Rotor __

Sample Volume T
)'" Ta= 41)mm

_J

which the coating was removed and the rotor replated. Similarly,
5-mm quartz rotors (Wilmad, 701-PQ-1.5) were also studied and
found to plate and perform in inductive heating experiments as
well as plated zirconia rotors. Plated zirconia rotors were used
in all of the experiments reported here, as the greater mechanical
strength simplified sealing the catalyst samples using established
methods. The conductive coatings were expected to slightly
reduce the rf power level reaching the sample and by reciprocity
the signal intensity as well. Measurements on standards sug
gested chat these decreases were only 30% relative to othen,ise
identical, uncoated rotors. The sample volume subjected to
uniforrll inductive heating is controlled by the coil dimensions as
well as chose of the plating; thus, sample volumes of ~751'L were
used to constrain the sample to within the coil region. Sample
payloads in the inductive heating equipment were thus very close
in size to those used in hot gas experiments.

No probe modifications were needed for inductive heating
experiments, but the spectrometer was modified to include a
rudimentary rf channel for heating. This channel was composed
of a frequency synthesizer (Programmed Test Sources, PTS-500)
to generate the rf signal and a variable attenuator (Merrimac, ARC
4) to control the amplitude of the signal. The frequency for
heating, 199.76 MHz, was set 130 kHz off-resonance from the 1H
resonance frequency to prevent saturation. A single rf power
amplifier (American Microwave Technology, M3200) operating
in dual CWjpulse mode was used for both 'H irradiation using
~100-W pulses and rf inductive heating using lower power
settings. An rf switch (MiniCircuits, ZYSW-2-50D R) under pulse
programmer control directed either the CWheating signal or the
normal'H transmitter channel output to the power amplifier. The
heating signal was gated off only during excitation and acquisition
of 'H NMR signals. Acquisition lengths were intentionally kept
short relative to pulse delays in order for the duty cycle of the
heating to be essentially unity.

Power settings for inductive heating were measured using an
oscilloscope to monitor the voltage coupled into a SO-dB extractor
element contained in a 7/Irin_ coaxial line section. The accuracy
of this method is probably not better than ~10%. and all power
measurements are reported to the nearest watt. 0 nee the power
level was set, however, it was highly stable (up to ~18 W).

Because of the uncertainty in power levels measured with the
oscilloscope and the possibility of variable performance for
different plated rotors (which was not observed), the power level
was set to just fully melt isophthalic acid (> 616 K) prior to
repacking that rotor with the catalyst-adsorbate sample for a
dynamic in situ experiment at a nominal mean temperature of
623 K

Laser Heating. MAS laser heating experiments were carried
out using a 50 W CO, (10.6 I'm) laser (Synrad, 48-5). The laser
beam was directed up the magnet bore using a custom-built
reflecting-focusing assembly such that the beam passed through
a gap in the rf coil and contacted the MAS rotor in the geometry
suggested in Figure 2. Quartz MAS rotors [Wilmad, 701-PQ-1.6).
5 mm, were used for laser heating experiments. The home-built
NMR probe was fitted with a specially designed MAS module.
The laser duty cycle and amplitude were under pulse programmer
control. The laser heating system, probe, and operation have
previously been described in detail. J:l.lli The sample size required
by this geometry, as indicated in Figure 2, was such that the
sample was restricted to less than the length of the rotor heated
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decreases, which is portrayed in Figure 3. The trend of approach
ing the steady-state current shown in Figure 2 was confinned

experimentally. For four acids of decreasing strengTh (HCI, CF
COOH, CH,CICOOH, and CH3COOH), in the absence of sop
porting electrolyte, the sequence is as predicted theoretically (see
Figure 4).

In fact, the ratio of the currents calculated for both cases is 2
for all times. For two reasons, we did not attempt to make a shiet
comparison between the theoretical and experimental chrona
amperograms for short times. First, the microelectrodes are
disks, not spheres, and thus the theoretical treatment is not quile
accurate. Second, at short times, due to larger currents and
relatively large ohmic drops, the potential at the electrode may
not be sufficiently negative to yield the limiting currenL

Coupling of homogeneous reactions with electron transfer
reactions, for the case where migration is important, is a
complicated problem, even without the introduction of kinetic
considerations. The present work is somewhat ad hoc, in that
the choice of boundary conditions is intuitive, and only the case
without electrolyte, which is, strictly speaking, ~'(]lerimentany

inaccessible, and the case with excess electrolyte are treated. A
more general model is being developed to deal with these issues.

0.5o .0.0 0.3

lime / s

Fugure 4. Experimental chronoampe:ograms for, from the top (a
d), CH3COOH, CH,CICOOH. CF3COOH, and HCI. Other conditions
are as in Figure 2.

of the waves of weak acids by a factor of 2. Figure 2 presents a
series of chronoamperograms, calculated for a wide range of K,
values. All calculated chronoamperometric currents decay, in
time, to the steady-state value, which is just tv,ice that expected
with excess electrolyte. This agrees with our experimental
results." It is obvious, but we stressed it here, that the steady
state currents detennined in a chronoamperometric experiment
and in voltammetry are identicaL

An interesting feature of Figure 2 is that the weaker acid
coverges more slowly to the steady state. This is a result of lower
values of apparent diffusion coefficients for weaker acids. A similar
trend is seen when the diffusion coefficient of the weak acid
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the column material. the detectability will stay constant throughout
a separation. This is seen in Figure 3C, where the intensity of

the o-xylene is not diminished relative to tbe benzene peak in
comparison with the chromatogram obtained with a TCD detector
shown in Figure 3A. TIlis will make GC-SERS detection much
more sensitive than current methods of detection for compounds
that are highly retained.

The GC-SERS chromatogram shown in Figure 3C was formed
at 22 'c. Another potentially significant advantage of GC-SERS
is the ability to temperature program the detecto:. Programming
the detector temperature from low to high during a separation
could be used to produce a high coverage of material without
sacrificing reversibility. The effect of temperature on the detection
of a-xylene is shoWTl in Figure 4. It can seen that at 10 'C the
a-xylene is retained on the detector, at 22 'C it is showing
reversibility, and at 75°C (the column temperature) the o-xylene
is rapidly removed from the detector and the GC-SERS chro
matographic bandwidth is determined by the band broadening
within the column.

A rough detection limit for benzene was determined from the
10 s integration period surrounding the benzene GC-SERS band
and the point at which the signal to noise ratio is 3. We found a
signal of 1185 analog-to-digital units (ADD) for the benzene peak
and a noise level of 0.05 ADD, afcer smoothing, as determined by
the standard deviation of 10 points along the background. Since
our injection volume of benzene was approximately 0.5 I'L, this
gives a detection limit of about 50 ng.

CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that SERS can be coupled with a

chromatographic separation to provide a sensitive and selective

3356 Analytical Chemistry. Voi. 67, No. 18, September 15, 1995

method of molecular detection. Since the adSOllJtion mechanism
is a thermodynamically driven process, the results from GC
this report will be generally applicable to other separation science
methods. For example, in GC the relevant parameter is temper
ature; for HPLC this would be replaced by solvent polarity. and
for supercritical fluid techniques this would be repiaced by Huid
density. Since the surface coverage determines the detection limit
and this is related to the concentration (not total mass) through
the isotherm eq 2, SERS methods should have equai sensitivity
for microtechniques as well as preparation-scale separations. In
particular, CE-SERS will become a very important separation
science method given that capillary electrophoresis uses very low
masses in the separation, but high concentration due to the small
volumes used. SERS methods would also be particularly advanta
geous for separation methods that use aqueous mobile phases

since these interfer strongly with FT-IR and MS detectors.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the laser confocal scanner.

The Plexiglas stage is mounted directly to a CPS-90 precision
linear positioning table (Design Components, Inc., Franklin. IvL'\).
which is anchored to an optical breadboard. The positioning table
is driven by a servo motor (Design Components, controlled
by an encoder device (Design Components, Inc) connected

directly to an IBM PC clone. The software allows the operator
to program motion in a stepper motor contlguration (20000 s-eps/

in. resolution), with the encoder translating to an analog signal
to the motor. The table can travel with a maximum velocity of
50 mm/s. Straight line accuracy and position location are better
than 5,um. In the scanning mode, the motor is triggered by a S
V output from the data acquisition board to sj11Chronize table
motion with data collection.

A Spellman (planeview, NY) CZE1000R high-voltage
supply was used to generate the electrical field across the capilla[\·.
Columns were coated with a linear polyacrylamide according to

the method described by Hjerten. 1lI The separation potential was
always kept below 15 kV, and the current through the capillalY
did not exceed 45,uA Injections were accomplished electroki
netically. No provision was made for a load resistor Pal-anel to

the capillary to minimize rise and fall time of the injection voltage.: I

Reagents and Chemicals. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)

and all buffers were purchased from Aldrich (Milwaukee. W1).

0.3 mm groove was milled down the center of the top to receive
the capillary and maintain alignment The sides of the stage were

milled separately from the body of the stage and held in place

with set screws to allow for fine adjustment of the capillary down
the groove. A swagelock union is threaded into each side,
concentric with the milled l,'roove on the stage. Once the capillary

is positioned in the groove, it can be locked into place with a nut
and Vespel ferrule swaged to the outer end of the union. This
results in a bend in the capillary on the stage. The capillary is

pulled tight in the groove by backing off ~1/4 tum on each union.

I\1ignment of the beam down the length of the tube is achieved
by filling the column with fluorescein and measuring the response

at each end of the capillary. Fine adjustments of the entire stage

on the positioning table are made until the response is equivalent

at both ends of the capillary. The column is then scanned to
ensure that the signal is unifoIm down the entire length of the
column.

The capillaries were stripped of the polyimide coating using

either a butane flame or fuming sulfuric acid and washed with

water followed by methanoL We found that lJV-transparent
coatings tended to vary in thickneS8 within a spool, which resulted

in higher background noise levels relative to the stripped capil

lades. If the polyimide-stripped capillary is handled with reason
able carc, breakage during installation is rare. With the current
stage design, 19 em of a 26 em long capillary can be scanned.

(10) IIjcrten,
(11) Huang, X.:

1985,3,17,191-198.

Zare, R N.]. Chrmna!Dgr. E)S9,
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